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When Elizabeti’s mama has a new baby, Elizabeti finds a rock to be her doll, 
and takes very good care of her throughout the day. Children use dramatic 
play to help build their understanding of the world, and then bring this 
background knowledge to the books that they read.

Activity Ideas for Elizabeti’s Doll: 

• Before you read the book to the children for the first time, take a minute or two to 
talk about what you see on the front cover. Who do you see? What is she holding? 
How does she feel? Then read the title and point to the words as you read them. 
Now that the children know the title, can they guess what she’s holding? What type 
of doll might it be? What will she do with it? Thinking about the story before they 
read it helps children connect with the story when they are listening to it.

• Use scarves or bandanas with other toys in a variety of ways: diaper or carry a doll 
like Elizabeti does, create a square parking lot for toy cars, or make a hat or cape 
for dress-up. Ask the children to describe what they are doing with the scarf, which 
will give them a chance to use the words they know, and practice saying new words. 

• Sing one or more lullabies together. In a group, you can have the children rock dolls 
or imaginary babies as you sing. With one or two children, snuggle together and 
rock. When children feel secure, their brains release endorphins that help them retain 
what they learn. Snuggling and singing with children helps lay down permanent 
pathways for future language development.

• Fold a blanket or scarf into a square and see if the children can walk like Elizabeti 
while balancing something on their heads. Ask the children to make predictions about 
how many steps they can take before the blanket falls off, or how many blankets they 
can balance. Being able to guess what might happen next is a comprehension skill.

The CLEL Bell Picture Book Awards are given to books that provide excellent support 
of early literacy development in young children. For more information 

and for other activity sheets, visit http://www.clel.org and select the CLEL Bell Awards tab.
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